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Children and families are at the heart of The Walt Disney Company. They are our most important 
audience and are at the forefront of our imagination when we create content and products for the 
Disney brand. Our support for the well-being of children and families is deeply rooted in Disney’s 
history and manifests itself in many ways throughout our businesses.

workplacesChildren  
& FamilyDisney vacations on land or sea are designed for the  

whole family to have fun together.

what we Believe
Walt Disney built his company on the idea that children 
and families can and should enjoy entertainment 
together. Since those early days, the notion of 
entertainment has evolved and families have changed 
too, but the desire for shared experiences remains. 
Whether at our Disney parks or on our Disney-branded 
television programs, movies and websites, we are 

focused on offering high-quality entertainment that can 
be enjoyed, as Walt used to say, by “kids of all ages.” 

We believe that the key to Disney’s success is finding 
ways to delight and surprise our consumers and Guests, 
and to do so in a contemporary and relevant way without 
losing sight of the core principles that guide us. These 
principles are summarized in Chart 5.

 Chart 5: Guiding Principals for Children’s Content

Focus Area Description

We seek to provide safe environments for children and families to play, learn and share special times and memories together.

Encouraging Positive
Development

Making Content for 
Kids of All Ages 

Partnering with 
    Parents 

Creating Safe 
Environments 

We aim to support positive childhood development by inspiring creativity, by instilling self-confidence and appreciation of 
cultural, ethnic and other differences, by encouraging children to achieve their potential, by conveying the importance 
of doing right by others and by being an active citizen.  We also strive to inspire active, healthy lifestyles by promoting 
healthy food choices and active living.

We serve the needs of children across childhood, with different offerings for different age groups. No matter what the
specific interest or subject matter, sensitivity to children’s maturity level and needs is paramount.

We respect the relationship between children and their parents or caregivers, and the centrality of those adults
in kids’ lives. We rely on the wisdom of parents and caregivers to support, guide and refine our thinking on kids’
entertainment and on how best to serve the needs of families.
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Our focus on children’s well-being manifests itself in 
ways large and small across our businesses. In this 
report, we’ll describe some of the ways this comes 
through in our entertainment, our marketing practices, 
our websites and our food-related businesses. 

Responsibility for meeting the needs of children and 
families is embedded throughout our Disney-branded 
businesses. From our animators to our Imagineers, Cast 
Members and employees around the world think about 
families first as they create new movies and television 
programs, imagine new leisure and vacation experiences, 
dream up new games and online experiences and 
develop new products and merchandise. 

Our legacy in this area is significant. Our intent in this 
report is to describe our commitment to children and 
families and what that means in practical terms, with 
examples to bring it to life. The initiatives included  
in this section are not meant to be exhaustive, but  
merely exemplary.

encouraging  
positive Development

We aim to support the positive development of kids. 
That’s not to say all of our kids’ products have a deep 
lesson or message, though some certainly do. It is 
just to say that we aim to meet kids where they are 
developmentally, with age-appropriate experiences that 
are relevant, fun and interesting to them. When all is 
said and done, we hope to bring out the best in kids by 
providing funny, moving, thrilling, exciting, surprising, 
delightful and educational entertainment experiences 
they can share with family and friends. 

Programming

Our focus on positive development really comes  
through on Disney Channel, whose programming 
encourages kids to express themselves, to follow  
their dreams, to believe in themselves and to celebrate 
their friends and families. These are ideas relevant to 
kids everywhere – spanning both language and cultural 
differences. By making these themes central, we  
aim to encourage children to participate in the world 
around them and to use their imagination, creativity  
and curiosity. Disney Channel programming encourages kids to  

express themselves in their own way, like Mickey Mouse
and Goofy do through art.

For preschool-age audiences, our approach to TV is 
meant to support positive development relevant to 
their age group. We take inspiration from a “whole 
child” philosophy that promotes physical, emotional 
and social development. Through long- and short-form 
programs, we seek to reinforce lessons taught at home, 
ranging from manners and healthy eating to safety and 
hygiene, and to reinforce critical social and life skills like 
understanding emotions and learning how to get along 
with others. Additionally, some programs present early 
mathematics, literacy and problem-solving concepts 
within the entertainment. 

The series Mickey Mouse Clubhouse has an underlying 
curriculum that presents early mathematics concepts 
such as sequencing, counting, classifying, sorting, 
patterns and more in the course of animated stories. 
Additionally, Little Einsteins takes preschoolers on 
exciting journeys that expose them to fine arts and 
different musical styles and composers in each episode. 

Disney Channel’s short-form series are designed to 
highlight the network’s themes of communication, 
diversity and optimism. For example, “Express Yourself” 
features Disney Channel stars encouraging young 
viewers to express their feelings in positive ways and to 
embrace and accept their differences through tolerance 
and communication.
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foods that meet our guidelines. The smaller portion of 
our offering, 15%, will include special-occasion items 
such as Disney birthday cakes, confectionary products 
and other occasional sweets. We believe that treat 
items are a relevant part of our offering because they 
are seen as an acceptable part of a balanced diet, and 
had we banished Disney treat items from birthdays 
and holidays, many people would have been terribly 
disappointed. We also announced nutritionally beneficial 
changes to kids meals served at all Disney-operated 
parks and resorts and unveiled a company-wide goal to 
eliminate added trans fat from food served at our parks 
and licensed and promotional products. 

Progress

Since the announcement, we have achieved key goals 
and made significant progress toward others. Of note:

•	 Nutritional	guidelines	for	food	promotions	and	
food licensing have been developed and are being 
implemented globally. 

•	 As	of	January	2009,	the	vast	majority	of	our	licensed	
food	portfolio	contains	0	grams	of	trans	fat,	with	the	
exception of products from a few licensees who plan 
to	complete	the	transition	by	the	end	of	2009.	

Diversity

Diversity is another important theme running though our 
TV programming. Shows incorporate many ethnicities, 
cultures, religions, geographic locales and physical and 
developmental differences, reflecting the world in which 
today’s children are growing up. For preschoolers ages 
2-5,	diversity	takes	the	form	of	stories	with	characters	who	
learn to value the differences they encounter in shape, 
size, color, gender and ability. For example, Handy Manny 
is a multicultural animated series centered on a Latino 
character that is designed to give preschool viewers an  
enthusiasm to take on life’s challenges and to make things  
work, most notably via interpersonal relationships. Spanish 
words and phrases are used in real-world contexts. Above 
all, Handy Manny is great preschool entertainment, with 
engaging stories, fun songs and positive lessons about 
community, friendship and problem solving. 

Diversity also features prominently in Disney TV for 6- to 
14-year-olds. From the multicultural cast of High School 
Musical to The Cheetah Girls and Cory in the House, our 
programming reflects people of different cultures and 
ethnic backgrounds. While the programs often highlight 
themes of “Who am I?” and “Where do I belong?,” they 
also celebrate tolerance, getting along with others, and 
the wonderful mosaic that is created through diversity. 

For more information about our diversity initiatives, 
see the Diversity in Content, Workplaces and Supplier 
Diversity sections.

Kids’ Health and Nutrition

Disney understands the challenges faced by parents 
in regard to their family’s nutrition and wants to be part 
of the solution. As an enterprise engaged in operations 
around the world – serving millions of meals a year in our 
parks and resorts, licensing food products bearing our 
brands and characters and producing and broadcasting 
popular children’s entertainment – we believe we can 
have a meaningful impact in this area. 

In	2006,	the	company	announced	new	food	guidelines	
aimed at giving parents and children healthy eating 
options. Under these guidelines, we committed to using 
our name and characters on kid-focused food products 
that meet specific criteria, including limits on calories, 
fat, saturated fat and sugar. We also set a long-term 
target for balancing our licensed food portfolio (our 
“portfolio balance goal”) such that 85% will be everyday 

Movies like Cheetah Girls One World, filmed on location  
in India, reflect the diverse world in which  

today’s children are growing up.

http://corporate.disney.go.com/crreport/products/content/diversityincontent.html
http://corporate.disney.go.com/crreport/workplaces/disneyoperations/diversity.html
http://corporate.disney.go.com/crreport/workplaces/disneyoperations/supplierdiversity.html
http://corporate.disney.go.com/crreport/workplaces/disneyoperations/supplierdiversity.html
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•	 We	have	made	good	progress	toward	attaining	
our	portfolio	balance	goal.	In	the	U.S.,	80%	of	our	
licensed food portfolio is comprised of everyday 
foods that meet our nutritional guidelines, including 
many fresh fruits and vegetables featuring favorite 
Disney characters. Globally, we expect to reach 64% 
in	2009.	

•	 The	changes	to	our	“kids	meals,”	first	announced	
in	2006,	are	now	in	effect	at	Disney	parks	and	
resorts worldwide. Specifically, when Guests order 
a kids meal including a drink and side dish, it now 
automatically includes healthier side dishes  
(e.g. apples) and beverages (e.g. milk) as the  
default instead of fries and soft drinks.  

•	 The	new,	healthier	kids	meals	at	our	parks	and	
resorts have been well received. We are seeing the 
overwhelming majority of families stick with the 
healthier beverages and side dishes in most  
markets. Fresh fruit, juices and waters also  
continue to be popular with Guests. See Chart 6  
for consumer response. 

•	 In	addition,	all	food	served	at	Disney-operated	
restaurants worldwide meet zero grams trans fat 
standards where comparable products exist in  
the marketplace. 

Positive Use of Media

Beyond offering healthier food options, we’re helping 
to shape children’s preferences by integrating healthy 
messages into our kids programs. Episodes of Hannah 
Montana,	short-form	programs	featuring	the	Jonas	
Brothers and the Pass the Plate series featuring Suite Life 
on Deck star Brenda Song, among others, have sought 
to encourage good nutrition and active lifestyles in a way 
that kids embrace. 

We are also empowering children and families with 
information and education about healthy lifestyles  
in other ways. For example, to help teach children  
about the food pyramid, we added information on  
our food package panels and developed the  
www.disney.com/healthykids educational website, 
created the “Secrets of the Pyramid” short program 

 Chart 6: Adoption Rates for Children's Meals at our Parks and Resorts a
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aAll data is from Q4 of FY2008 and encompassed 485 Disney-operated locations by site. We consider all of this information directional as we have not scientifically modeled or validated the data. It is strictly pulled from the point-of-sale systems 
each quarter.
bAt Disney parks and resorts around the world, our “kids meals” now automatically include healthier side dishes and beverages instead of fries and soft drinks. For example, this means that the default side dish may be apples instead of fries and the   
 default beverage may be milk instead of a soft drink.

www.disney.com/healthykids
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young children together with their parents while some 
of our Disney movies are appropriate only for older 
kids with a broader understanding of the world around 
them. This section explains the approach we take to 
developing age-appropriate content and to helping 
consumers understand what’s right for their families.

Standards and Practices 

Disney Channel maintains high standards designed  
to ensure that all of its programming is appropriate for 
children and families. The Standards and Practices 
department reviews shows throughout development 
and production, taking into account applicable legal 
requirements, viewer expectations and Disney’s brand 
promises. The department also applies appropriate age  
and content ratings. 

Radio Disney takes a similar approach. Programming, 
song lyrics, and commercial content are reviewed by 
Standards and Practices to ensure they are appropriate 
for the Radio Disney audience.

series, and partnered with the USDA and Food Council 
to	create	the	“Bare	Necessities	of	Healthy	Living”	public	
service announcement featuring characters from  
The Jungle Book.

Looking Forward

As we look to the future, we are committed to making 
more progress in this area. We have identified several 
priorities for our kids’ health and nutrition initiative 
and will continue to find new ways to collaborate with 
stakeholders, bring nutritious offerings to market and 
inspire healthier lifestyles using our media strength. 

making content  
for kiDs of all ages
Disney is known for the kind of entertainment that 
families of all ages enjoy together. This is certainly a 
source of both pride and inspiration inside the Company. 
But we also create entertainment experiences tailored 
for different age groups. For example, Baby Einstein 
products are designed to be enjoyed primarily by very 

 Chart 7: Global Licensed Food Portfolio
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Disney XD4,	ABC	Family,	and	SoapNet	also	have	
Standards and Practices departments to help ensure that 
all programming, commercials, and interstitial material 
meet the guidelines, brand expectations, and age 
appropriateness for each respective channel.

Content

Movies

Disney-branded movies have broad appeal, inviting 
people of all ages to enjoy entertainment experiences 
together. From engaging stories and music to compelling 
characters on heartfelt journeys, there are aspects that 
appeal to everyone. Walt Disney Pictures movies carry 
MPAA ratings of G, PG or PG-13. While the Disney brand 
signals a family-appropriate experience, Motion Picture 
Association of America (MPAA) ratings and our own 
marketing cues help families understand which movies 
are appropriate for their needs. So while a G-rated movie 
like Finding Nemo would be appropriate for even the 
smallest children, a PG-13-rated movie like Pirates of 
the Caribbean is appropriate for families with teenagers, 
and perhaps mature younger children, with their parents’ 
permission. By making a diversity of movies appropriate 
for families with different compositions, we help assure 
parents that there are quality family movies that their kids 
will enjoy, whether they are 5 or 15 years old.
 

4  Disney XD launched in February 2009.

For audiences other than young kids, we also distribute 
a variety of films under the Touchstone and Miramax 
labels. The labeling distinction helps consumers find the 
movies they want to see. Our branding helps audiences 
around the world understand that while a G-rated movie 
from Disney may be appropriate for the entire family, a 
Miramax movie may not be. 

Playhouse Disney

Playhouse Disney is created specifically with 
preschoolers,	ages	2	to	5,	in	mind.	At	the	center	of	
Playhouse Disney is a philosophy aimed at nurturing the  
whole child – physically, emotionally and socially. 
Playhouse Disney comes to life in the form of Disney 
Channel programming, special attractions and 
experiences at Disney parks and interactive games 
crafted with preschoolers in mind. For example, Guests 
who visit the Playhouse Disney Live! attraction at 
Disneyland or Walt Disney World often notice something 
unusual. First, there aren’t seats in this theater – 
everyone sits on the floor, preschool style. Also, it’s a 
show where little ones don’t have to be quiet and sit  
still. The entire audience is encouraged to jump up, 
dance and sing as part of the show. In these small yet 
important ways, the show puts the natural and age-
appropriate behavior of young kids at the very center  
of the show and delivers a fun experience for them  
and their family. 

Disney Channel

As part of its brand promise, Disney Channel encourages 
children to participate in active and interactive ways; 
seeks to provide quality entertainment that stimulates 
and inspires active imagination, creativity, achievement 
and curiosity; and provides a forum that both values 
children and gives adults new ways to connect with 
them emotionally. Programming on Disney Channel has 
themes of communication, diversity and optimism and is 
designed to effectively reach Disney Channel’s audience 
of children age 6 to 14 with a wide array of messages 
relevant to their demographic. 

ABC Family

ABC Family bridges the gap between Disney Channel 
and ABC with breakout shows that resonate with the 
network’s	14	to	28-year-old	audience	–	the	Millennials.	
The cable network offers distinctive original and acquired 
programming on all platforms that reflect today’s 
families in all their diversity, humor, dysfunction and 

Disney-branded movies, such as the  
critically acclaimed WALL-E, are both appropriate  

and entertaining for the whole family.
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over our 85-year history. We also receive spontaneous 
feedback from parents in the form of e-mails, letters 
and phone calls, which we value enormously. Listening 
to what parents have to say is critical to helping us 
continuously improve what we offer, and to do a better 
job serving the diverse needs of today’s families.

Disney-branded products distinguish themselves from 
other media and entertainment products in their focus on 
delivering the opportunity for a shared family experience. 
We encourage parents to be actively engaged with their 
children in viewing Disney-branded content and in sharing 
in the experiences we create. At our parks and resorts, 
through our movies, online platforms, publications and TV 
networks, we provide forums and content that both value 
and respect children and give adults a point of connection 
to children in their lives. 

Virtual Worlds: Club Penguin

A good example of how Disney approaches collaboration 
with parents is Club Penguin, a snow-covered online 
virtual world where children can play games and hang 
out with friends. Disney acquired Club Penguin and its 
innovative approach to online virtual worlds for kids from 
its	founders	in	2007.

From	its	start	in	2005,	Club	Penguin	has	developed	a	
reputation as a trusted provider of safe family fun thanks 
to its rich, imaginative play environment, aggressive 

passion. Original hit series such as The Secret Life of 
the American Teenager and Greek, and original movies 
including Holiday in Handcuffs and Cinderella Story have 
become signature programs reflecting ABC Family’s 
brand of bright, optimistic and relevant storytelling about 
today’s relationships. Examples of how ABC Family 
engages its Millennial viewers across multiple platforms 
include popular “viewing parties” and streaming 
episodes of its hit series on ABCFamily.com, as well as 
through VOD, iTunes and mobile phone content. 

Parks and Resorts

The magic of Walt Disney Parks and Resorts began 
more	than	50	years	ago	when	Walt	Disney	dreamed	up	
a new kind of family entertainment. While watching his 
daughters play at a park while he sat alone, Walt was 
inspired to create Disneyland – a place families could 
experience together, immersed in a fantasy atmosphere 
rich in detail and storytelling.

Today, at Walt Disney parks and resorts, we focus on 
the universal themes and stories of Disney-Pixar stories, 
bringing them to life in unique ways that families can enjoy 
together. Our parks are filled with experiences, shows 
and attractions created with the entire family in mind – 
from the initial concept to characters both classic and 
brand new, ride vehicles large enough for an entire family 
and musical melodies enjoyed by all ages. Our unique 
Imagineering team designs every detail – from the height 
of	the	porthole	on	the	Finding	Nemo	Submarine	Voyage	
to the faster-than-gravity drop of The Twilight Zone Tower 
of Terror to the interactivity of Turtle Talk With Crush - to 
appeal to every size and age. In Toy Story Mania!  
Mr.	Potato	Head	engages	guests	from	ages	8	to	80	in	
two-way conversation as they join the cast of characters 
from the Toy Story animated films loved by both adults 
and children alike. The seats and spring-action shooters 
were specifically designed for Guests of all ages, skill and 
heights, with a ride-game experience technically designed 
so everyone in the family can play and have fun.

partnering with parents
We see parents and caregivers as key partners in guiding 
and refining our thinking on children’s entertainment 
and on how to best serve the needs of families. We talk 
to parents frequently at our parks, at focus groups and 
screenings and via multiple online platforms. These 
interactions are fundamental to our relationship with 
parents, and critical to sustaining the trust we’ve built up 

Children – and their penguins – gather on Penguin Plaza as 
part of Disney’s popular online site Club Penguin.
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use of filtering tools, and live moderators who monitor 
chat and activity on the site to avert the sharing of 
inappropriate or personally identifiable information.

Club Penguin contains no third-party advertising 
and is free to use and enjoy, although a subscription 
membership provides access to additional features that 
enhance the play experience. A parent’s e-mail address 
is required to create a penguin, and parental permission 
is required in order to activate an account and allow play 
within the virtual world. Parents can also create their 
own account which allows them to log on and view their 
child’s account history, change their child’s password, 
choose a more or less restrictive chat mode and set  
the time of day and duration of their child’s visits to  
Club Penguin.

Family Vacations

Perhaps no experience is more quintessentially Disney 
than the family vacation. We go out of our way to help 
families have fun together. Whether at Disneyland, the 
original Disney theme park, onboard a Disney Cruise Line 
ship, or on an Adventures by Disney vacation, we set the 
stage for good times no matter the age of the Guest. 

Disney Cruise Line is an incredible experience  
for Guests of all ages, providing entertainment and 
activities for the entire family as well as a multitude of 
activities geared to each age group. Children, teens 
and adults enjoy both family time and their individual 
time. We have spaces for children, teens and adults 
especially designed so that every member of the family 
feels the cruise was created just for them. For instance, 
parents can enjoy the spa, while children can have fun 
with hands-on experiences and interactions with Disney 
characters. For teens, a dedicated club gives them a 
place of their own to hang out with friends their age.

Marketing Practices

When it comes to advertising and marketing, we  
take	special	care	toward	children	12	and	under,	their	
parents and caregivers. For programming that targets 
this age group, we maintain clear guidelines for all our 
media outlets that require advertisers, both internal  
and external, to focus on the positive attributes of  
their products and services in a respectful and 
appropriate manner. 

Our guidelines include high standards requiring that 
advertising to children not be deceptive, inappropriate, 
unfair or exploitative in any way. The guidelines address 
topics such as: 

•	 Appropriateness	of	products	and	services	being	
advertised and messaging/tactics utilized

•	 Accuracy	of	descriptions	of	features	and	benefits

•	 Delineation	between	advertising	and	content

•	 Fairness	of	tactics	given	child’s	age,	cognitive	
maturity or emotional vulnerabilities

To manage the implementation of these standards, the 
Company maintains a dedicated staff of Standards 
professionals who review all kids programming before 
airing, including commercial content for our kids 
television and radio networks. In addition, Disney is a 
member and supporter of the Children’s Advertising 
Review	Unit	(CARU)	of	the	National	Advertising	Review	
Council	(NARC).

For the past year, an independent online panel of 
11 moms (and one dad) has answered thousands of 
questions submitted by families planning a visit to Walt 
Disney World. The parents currently serving on the panel 
were	chosen	from	more	than	10,000	applicants	eager	to	
share their expertise about how to make the most of a 
Walt Disney World visit. In exchange for answering up to 
eight questions each week over a twelve-month period, 
the panelists and their families receive a Walt Disney 
World vacation. Visitors to the site say they like the fact 
that “real” parents are answering their queries. 

To learn more visit: www.disneyworldmoms.com.

Spotlight On:  
Walt Disney World Mom’s Panel

www.disneyworldmoms.com
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Disney Channel Sponsorships 

Disney Channel accepts certain limited sponsorships, 
with a focus on pro-social messages, with limitations 
on commercial messaging, and with no call to action or 
other sales inducements.

Marketing and Advertising Disney  
Products and Services 

Disney’s own promotions adhere to the CARU guidelines 
and strive to be both truthful and respectful of the unique 
sensibilities of children. We approach our marketing 
with the belief that parents and caregivers know what 
is best for each family, and that in many cases, families 
and children look forward to hearing about new Disney-
branded products and experiences. We strive to deliver 
these marketing messages in a way that families are 
comfortable with. As indicated in other areas of the 
report, we take our cues from parents in this area. 

Disney has dedicated teams that oversee marketing  
and promotional practices globally. This group takes  
a “consumer first” approach to managing this area  
and routinely seeks out parental input on our  
marketing activities. 

Disney reviews its motion picture advertising and 
marketing plans to make sure they remain consistent 
with the goal of not inappropriately advertising R-rated 
movies to children. The Company’s policy for the 
marketing of motion pictures applies to its domestic 
theatrical and home entertainment business units.  
It addresses aspects of marketing such as the use of 
age-appropriate media forums, inclusion of ratings 
and explanations of rating in promotional media, 
programming time slots for on-air promotional media, 
exhibition of trailers and product tie-ins among others. 

Disney designed this policy to avoid inappropriate 
marketing of motion pictures rated R by the 
Classification and Ratings Administration of the Motion 

We believe that parents and caregivers are best able to 
determine what is right for their family and their children.  
We approach them as our partners and seek to provide 
them with information that can help them sort through 
their options and choose what is best for their needs.    

Movie Branding/Labeling: Disney applies different movie 
brands to different types of movies.  Only films intended 
for family audiences are released under the Disney name. 
Films for other audience segments may be released under 
the Touchstone or Miramax labels.  

Film Ratings: The Walt Disney Studios use the MPAA 
(Motion Picture Association of America) rating system to 
help audiences make informed decisions and choose the 
right movies for individual families.  It is important to note, 
however, that the familiar G, PG, PG-13 and R ratings are 
set by the MPAA, not the studio releasing a motion picture.

TV Ratings: The Disney/ABC Television group uses the 
TV Monitoring Board Ratings system to rate entertainment 
programming. Use of ratings and descriptors are designed 
to help viewers and parents make informed TV  
viewing decisions.

Programming Blocks: In some cases, we designate certain 
blocks of time for certain audiences.  For example, Disney 
Channel features a block of programming especially created 
for preschoolers, Playhouse Disney. 

Signage and Gating: At Disney theme parks and resorts, 
attraction signage features, where appropriate, height 
restrictions and health warnings that help guide parents 
in considering whether a given ride is appropriate for 
themselves or their children. 

Parent Information: Disney.com and DisneyChannel.com 
feature dedicated areas for parents where they can learn 
more about our family entertainment and policies, and in 
many cases apply limits and controls to their children’s use  
of our websites.

Video Game Ratings: Disney Interactive Studios releases 
all of its video games with ESRB (Entertainment Software 
Ratings Board) and PEGI (Pan European Game Information) 
ratings indicating the age appropriateness of each title.   
The	independent	ratings	systems	for	North	America	and	
Europe assist families in making appropriate choices for 
interactive entertainment.

Spotlight On: Helpful Cues for Parents
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Picture Association of America (MPAA) to persons 
under	the	age	of	17.	Further,	business	units	comply	
with the Regulations and instructions of the Advertising 
Administration of the MPAA, which reviews and regulates 
motion picture advertising for audience-appropriate 
content and placement. 

creating safe environments

Disney takes children’s safety very seriously. This section 
addresses safety specifically as it relates to our websites 
for children. For a more general discussion of safety as  
it relates to rides and attractions or food, please see  
the Product Safety, and Food Safety sections of  
the report.

Online environments require extra care when it comes 
to children since they bring together many Guests who 
all share enthusiasm around a specific story, group of 
characters or online destinations. Our environments 
range from entertainment-filled websites like Disney.com 
and DisneyChannel.com to more interactive, immersive 
environments and online virtual worlds such as Club 
Penguin, Pirates of the Caribbean Online, Disney Fairies 
Pixie	Hollow	and	Disney’s	Toontown	Online.	For	each	
property we focus on educating our Guests on how to 
have the best experience while online and also providing 
a variety of tools for kids and parents to choose from, 
allowing for a Guest-specific approach that always keeps 
safety in mind. 

Online Safety for Kids

The Walt Disney Company is committed to offering 
children and families safe and fun online entertainment 
experiences. Disney Interactive Media Group has 
been vigilant about online safety for children since 
Disney.com	first	launched	in	1996,	from	involvement	
in setting industry standards as the Web emerged to 
collaborative efforts with online safety leaders.
 
Since the enactment of the Children’s Online Privacy 
Protection	Act	(COPPA)	in	1998,	Disney	has	carefully	
followed the development of the Federal Trade 
Commission’s regulatory framework for children’s 
information. As technology continues to evolve at 
lightning speed, Disney is committed to adapting rapidly 
to changes in technology to provide a safe and fun 
experience for children and families.

Our Approach

Disney Online uses a combination of many safety 
programs. They include parental controls and live 
moderators, as well as specialized software and tools 
that allow communication and social interaction while  
at the same time protecting Guests and their privacy. 
While Disney focuses significant resources on keeping 
children safe online, active parental involvement, 
oversight and guidance are essential to this mission. 
From the start, we build content that limits and/or avoids 
opportunities to exchange personal information. 

Moderation and Filters

At Disney Online, dedicated teams monitor use of 
the site, looking for attempts to exchange personally 
identifiable information as well as other inappropriate 
behavior. With worldwide real-time human moderation 
teams and regularly updated software filters, we then 
enact progressive disciplinary action for rule offenders 
and will contact relevant governmental authorities 
when necessary. 
 
Parental Involvement 

Disney believes that caregiver involvement is one of 
the most important tools to keep children safe online. 
Accordingly, we provide multiple levels of parental 
controls that allow parents to determine the amount 

Disney’s array of online sites for children have programs 
that help keep kids safe online.  (Clockwise from left: Club 

Penguin, Disney.com, Disneyfairies.com)

http://corporate.disney.go.com/crreport/products/consumerproducts/productsafety.html
http://corporate.disney.go.com/crreport/products/consumerproducts/focusonfoods.html
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of chat functionality available to their children. Disney 
Online provides safety guidelines and information  
for parents and children to review together. This 
information highlights how to behave when interacting 
socially online. 

Children’s Privacy Policy 

We recognize the need to provide special privacy 
protections when children visit our sites. For this reason, 
in addition to our overall online privacy policy, we  
have created a “Kids’ Privacy Policy” posted on Disney 
sites geared to children. This policy is designed to  
answer questions regarding our privacy policies and  
principles with respect to children under the age  
of 13. Click here to view our Children’s Privacy Policy. 
 
Online Environments

We aim to create online environments that are Disney 
story-driven and provide context for appropriate online 
conversations. These environments are specially 
designed to make inappropriate behavior easier to 

recognize. We believe that within the context of stories, 
there are ample opportunities for rich interactive 
experiences that are safe and fun. 

For example, Disney Fairies is an online immersive world 
where Guests can create their very own personalized 
Fairy and interact with one another. Players can chat, 
use emoticons (emotion icons) and work with other 
Fairies within the online world to accomplish group tasks 
and quests. Players are encouraged to follow the rules 
and to encourage others to do the same. In efforts to 
ensure safety in chatting, we leverage a sophisticated 
combination of live human moderators and highly 
specialized technology tools designed to protect Guests 
and their privacy while permitting communication and 
social interaction. The moderation tools filter every 
message to allow only pre-approved, white-list words 
and block attempts to communicate problem phrases 
and personally identifiable information. 

For more information about online safety, please visit the 
Disney online safety site. 

a multimeDia version of this report is availaBle at 
www.disney.com/crreport
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